It is strictly a Pie Scramble

indicating triumph of Hawley and the Shelley of Anticommittee- tionist Lyon.

Special To The San Antonio Express
Fort Worth, Texas, Sept. 9.

The Panther City today is the scene of a battle that promises to prove the last clash between pie policy and Parker County state. They flew from the Red River to the Rio Grande, from Texarkana to El Paso and from all corners of the state, but they cannot resist the "Pie" in the contest; "pie" is the word, and 'pie' is the slogan in this anticommittee fight. Henry Clay and Henry Clay have been read in the schools of the state, but not at those of the state of Iowa.

While the talk of the afternoon is limited to the defeat of Pie, the talk of the city is limited to the defeat of Pie. The day is a day of defeat for Pie, and the city is a city of defeat for Pie.

The defeat of Pie has been the result of a general sentiment against Pie. The people of the state are tired of Pie. They have had enough of Pie. They want something better than Pie. They want something better than Pie.

One of the most noticeable features of the day was the absence of Pie. Pie was not mentioned in any of the speeches. Pie was not referred to in any of the resolutions. Pie was not even mentioned in the minutes of the meeting.

The people of the state are tired of Pie. They want something better than Pie. They want something better than Pie.